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Abstract — Aphasia is a communication disorder
that hinders the ability to express and communicate with
society. Aphasia individual can face difficulties in sentence
formation, opinions and trouble with pronunciation. In this
survey paper, various techniques have been reviewed based on
previous researches including diagnosis and treatment.
Automatic diagnosis can evaluate the severity level of aphasia
disorder. The important feature of this disorder is that it will
not affect their intelligence. This motivated to come up with a
speech assessment system which will evaluate speech based on
acoustic features. Further, speech will classify into Aphasia
quotient score (0 - 100). This system will analyse aphasic
speech and provides feedback to the patients. This will help
them to improve their speaking and reading skills.
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Automatic Speech Assessment, Speech Quality, Aphasia Quotient

I. INT RODUCT ION
According to survey done by NIDCD in the United
States, more than 1 million cases and in India approx. 3
million cases affected by aphasia disorder. After every 240
people, 1 person may have this d isorder. According to GBD
(Global Burden of Disease) study, 6.5 million people died
and 25.7 million individuals survived with stroke. Mostly,
this disorder experience by children’s and age above 60.
Aphasia are of t wo types: fluent speech and non -fluent
speech. Non fluent kind of aphasia produce slow, effortfu l
and halting speech. Aphasia with fluent speech can produce
sentence effortlessly but they speak with grammatical errors
and also makes unstructured sentences. It depends on
severity of aphasia. Aphasia disorder is caused due to
stroke, injury in brain, brain tumor or progressive
neurological diseases. The major co mmon cause is stroke.
Due to which person may survive with aphasia. The rate of
Aphasia disorder is very high compared to other diseases
like cerebral palsy and Parkinson disease. Speech produced
by person with aphasia are difficult to recognize because of
repeated words, long pauses, omission of words, framing of
unstructured sentences etc. These difficu lties hinder the
person’s ability in writ ing, Speaking, reading and listening
skills. Person with Aphasia mostly experience’s social
isolation because of communicat ion problems, unable to
express feelings and thoughts and frustration. In
rehabilitation process, language is very complex and crucial
function of hu man ‘s cerebru m that are supported by
network of the neurons. So, Various patterns of injuries to
the brain may result in aphasia syndrome.
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After diagnosis of severity level, person with
aphasia need treatment therapy that must be given by
pathologists. The treatment given by SPL are very costly
and it should be scheduled at consistent period. But it is
difficult for many people to take therapy consistently
because of financial condition, less resources of treatment,
travelling cost and some health-related problems due to
aphasia. The majo r part is that this disorder doesn’t affects
their intelligence. Person with aphasia may also have
innovative thoughts that they wanted to share with society.
This motivated to come up with a speech
assessment system wh ich will assess the speech quality of
PWAs. Role of machine learn ing is to classify aphasia
severity using different algorith ms which g ives best results.
Model learns fro m data and based on past history and
classifies new data. Deep learning models classifies large
dataset based on neural network. Deep learn ing models have
capability to extracts feature automatically. In this survey
paper, different Machine Learning and Deep Learning
techniques have reviewed for Automatic Speech assessment
system which will evaluate Aphasia person’s speech based
on phone level parameters. Phone level and wo rd level
features will be used for evaluation. Based on these
parameters, speech will be classified into Aphasia quotient
score (0 - 100). This system will analyse aphasic speech and
provides feedback to the patients
II. BACKGROUND RELAT ED WORK
Previous research work has been done on automatic
diagnosing an aphasia disorder by Kohlschein et al., (2017).
Automatic detection and diagnosis of aphasia disorder
person can give benefits to medical field for easy and fast
diagnostics. In this paper, Aachen Aphasia database have
used. It contains transcripts and recordings. To preprocess
the dataset, overlap detection and speaker diarization were
applied on spontaneous spoken recordings . [1].
Kohlschein.et al, (2018). Fro m 20 years, University
hospital takes Aachen Aphasia Test (AAT) sessions and
collected aphasia speech dataset. The Aachen Aphasia Test
(AAT) test conducted in Germany and collects dataset
named as UKA AAT DB. Aachen Aphasia Test is a chain of
tests that contains talk with patients, two hours of course for
read and write and results were assessed by therapist for 6
hours [2]. In this paper, dataset had collected, cleaning and
processing techniques applied over data. To classify the
aphasia types, LSTM model were t rained with 30 Aachen
Aphasia Test (AAT) for every group [2].
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Aphasic speech corpus (GREECAD) had developed by
Varlokosta et al. (2016), in Greek. The aim of this paper was
to collect Greek Aphasic dataset with transcription and
annotation of spoken. These speech samples were annotated
and transcribed using ELAN toolkit [3].
Upgraded Traditional treat ment for aphasia involves One
to one therapy with trained SLPs. Due to Lack of feedback,
Le et al., (2014) were developed an intelligent system
capable of automatic feedback to patients. First, Le et al.,
take data fro m patients by using mobile applications. There
are four criteria fo r evaluation: Clarity, Fluid ity, Effo rts and
Prosody. Le et al., mRMR used feature selection algorith m
to avoid overfitting [4].
Le et al. (2017), p resented a study of detecting
neologistics and phonemic paraphasia’s fro m AphasiaBank
scripted dataset. AphasiaBank dataset contains spontaneous
speech approximately o f 126 hr. Le al. [5] propos ed an ASR
system using languages model for auto matic speech
transcription. Acoustics model (DBLSTM-RNN) is used for
detecting phonetic and word boundaries through force
align ment with transcripts. Set of features were considered
for analysis speech qualities are Goodness of
pronunciations, phone edit distance, duration measures etc.
to classify paraphasia, decision tree, support vector machine
and logistic regression algorithm used [5].
Rouvier et al., (2016), proposed speaker embedding
method using deep learning for the Speaker Diariazation.
These features were collected fro m hidden layers of DNN.
The model was trained to recognize speaker identity.
ETAPE French Broadcast news dataset was used for this
experiment. Diariazation error rate used as a metric fo r
speaker diariazation [6]. Metrics were co mpared between I
vector PLDA, speaker cosine, embedding PLDA fo r
performance of speaker embeddings. By identifying various
identities with very a s maller nu mber of hidden units, highly
discriminative and compact features were produced. The
speaker embedding technique can be adapted in ASR system
[6].
Fraser et al., presented an experiment on automatic
diagnosis of Primary Progressive Aphasia and its types such
as Progressive Non-Fluent Aphasia and Semantic Dementia .
Dataset were collected fro m Speech Language Pathology
Depart ment, University of Toronto [7]. Features divided in
text features from t ranscripts and acoustic features from
audio file. Feature set were observed using mRM R and p value methods. Most of the feature selection methods have
overviewed by Gerazov et al.,[22]. For classificat ion of
types, random forest, naïve Bayes and SVM classifier used
with 81 features. Correct ly diagnosis rate was across 87.4%
and its subtypes up to 75.6% [7].
Qin et al, 2016, presented an ASR system to facilitate
linguistic and acoustical analysis of aphasic speech. Dataset
were taken fro m AphasiaBank. Acoustic modeling was
implemented using DNN-HMM and GMM-HMM model.
SAT (Speaker Adaptive Training) were applied on training
and testing audio dataset by fMLLR (feature-space
maximu m likelihood linear regression) transform in GMM HMM model. The Qin et al, shown reasonable level o f
accuracy for language and quantifying speech impairments.
Sak et al., (2015) presented an improved per formance of
the LSTM-RNN model as an acoustic model fo r huge
vocabulary. Sak et al. investigated effect of word acoustics

trained model over huge amount of training dataset ranging
fro m 8000 to 90,000 word [9]. Training dataset contained
almost 3 million audio files with duration of average 4
seconds. CTC Approach with RNN were used for labeling
sequences where association between inputs and target were
unknown. LSTM -RNN model shown good performance that
out performs DNN [9].
Le et al, 2015, developed an automatic feedback system
to the patients for assessing speech quality Le et al.
collaborated with UMAP for speech assessment. Triphone
crossword acoustic model with 2 gaussian mixtures applied
on speech dataset. In [10], aphasic and non-aphasic speech
were compared to analyze pitch and duration of utterances.
Le et al., (2016), LVCSR (Large Vocabulary Continuous
Speech Recognition) established based on English language
using deep neural network model [11]. Decoding and
training methods were compared between AphasiaBank and
UMAP. Gaussian acoustic models were t rained with HMM
model using tied state parameters. HMM-DNN model
trained with and without i-vectors with minimu m threshold
0.05%. M FCC and LDA methods applied with i-vector
model and at the end decoding method applied [11].
Fro m the past research, it is obvious to exp lore the
specific pathology features. [12] shown results on PWA
speech valuation using end to end method. It has higher
performance than convectional automatic assessment
method.

Figure 1: Qin et al., recommended frame work of automatic speech
assessment.

Liu et al. (2018) described derived feature fro m Phone
Posterior Probabilities produced by an Automatic Speech
Recognition System. Phone Level d istortions between
impaired and unimpaired speakers can be measured fro m
Kullback-Leibler d ivergence. Acoustic model arch itecture in
this paper were co mbination of TDNN and BLSTM .
CanPEV, CUSENT, AphasiaBank Corpora used for acoustic
model. Each speaker had g iven Aphasia quotient score in
100 scale in a dataset. Frame level targets obtained from
CD-GMM -HMM for corpus where the dataset is trained to
generate State level phone Align ment. Conventional
Acoustic Features were evaluated under eGeMAPS
technique in OpenSMILE toolkit. For Aphasic Speech
Assessment, polynomial SVM classifier with 5-fold cross
validation were used. [13].
Silva et al., (2017) introduced semi-Auto matic aphasia
classification and diagnosis using pattern matching and
feature extraction technique of audio processing. DSP
(Digital signal processing) used for repetition tasks. Three
diagnostic components taken into consideration such as
word repetition, confrontation naming and comprehension
analysis. For feature ext raction, methods listed as LPCC
(Linear Predict ive Cepstral Coefficient), PLP (Perceptual
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Linear Pred iction) and MFCC (Mel-Frequency Cepstral
Coefficient) that are common ly used for feature extraction
fro m audio signals. For pattern matching, Dynamic time
warping method is widely used which determines the
aphasia speech signal compered original signal [14].
Teodoro et al., proposed a virtual clin ician’s system to
help aphasia individual to practice self-in itiated speeches in
day to day communication. Trials splited in three categories:
post-treatment, treat ment and pre-treatment. The data were
collected fro m recorded session between clinician and
aphasia ind ividual [15]. Discourse, sentence productivity,
Lexical content and grammar content were taken into
consideration. Expected outcomes fro m this experiment
were efficiency, cost reduction, developing a greater
database and maximizing the use of language skills in day to
day life [15].
Tan et al., (2016), Investigation is done on voice
automatic assessment using Cantonese speech utterances.
Deep Neural Network-Hidden Markov Model (DNN-HMM )
model were t rained for ASR system with unimpaired speech
data. Features were extracted using Linear discriminant
Analysis (LDA) into 40 dimensions [18]. Using these
features DNN-HMM model was trained based upon GMMHMM system. Orthographic transcription of utterances used
for training the bi-gram syllable. SER (Syllable Error Rate)
and phone error rate (PER) attained by the DNN-HMM and
GMM-HMM system are 7.82% and 10.51% [18].
R. Gupta et al. (2016), challenges of speech production
disorders have an effect on fluency, phonation, intonation
and aeromechanical co mponents of respiration were
involved [19]. Feature design and mach ine learning
algorith ms can be used to capture feature patterns. These
techniques can offer comb ination of data driven technique
and domain-knowledge technique for analysis of
pathological speech. Depending on linguistic knowledge
and pathological knowledge, typical prosody computational
model can be developed [19].
Guozhen et al. (2015), Describes system for
identification of severity of Parkinson’s disease. Study
describes classification into five levels based on severity and
corresponding type as fluency, voice and articu lation.
Feature extraction were performed with OpenSMILE
version 2.0 Four-fold cross validation method were used in
weka tool to produce folds on training dataset [20]. Guozhen
et al., two stages were described for detecting Parkinson
disease from acoustic signal. Unified Parkinson’s Disease
Rating Scale (UPDRS) contains impaired utterances with
severity labels. more features were exp lored. The
improvement is done on features that derived fro m syllab le
detection and i- vector features [20].
Qin et al.2018, introduced a method to ext ract textual
features fro m erroneous automatic speech recognition
(ASR) output were developed which was based on word
embedding technique [21]. A lso, group of Supra-seg mental
duration features were derived fro m the syllable level time
align ments that were generated. The derived text and
duration features and its combination were assessed in
classification as well as in prediction o f speech assessment
score. Here, Cantonese dataset were used fro m
AphasiaBank. DNN-HMM architecture used for acoustic
model. 440 d imensional features derived using fMLLR and
that transformed fro m Mel frequency cepstral coefficient

(MFCC). Sy llab le-level transcription. Syllable bigram is a
language model trained with transcriptions of all training
acoustic speech dataset. Classification algorithms are SVM ,
binary decision tree and rando m forest used to classify
High-AQ and Low-AQ groups. Overall syllable error rate
calculated for aphasic speaker were 48.08% [21].
Balaji V et al. (2019), gave detailed analysis that were
carried out fro m audio waveforms of with and without
speech disorder and extracts features from audios. The
comparison was carried out based on factors such as
duration, PSD, frequency and time etc. Statistical model
determines phoneme using MFCC extracted features.

Figure 2: Step by Step MFCC extraction process by [23].

Speech signals are generally temporal signals and need
to analyze in sequence of windows (10-20 ms). Also,
standard frequency ranges for children fro m 200-400Hz,
females fro m 150-300Hz, and males fro m 50-200Hz. Fo r
this system, SVM, HMM and hybrid SVM-HMM models
recommended. In [23], three approaches were suggested for
ASR system such as acoustic phonetic approach, pattern
recognition approach and artificial intelligence approach.
Mainly five b locks are required as language modelling,
acoustic modeling, feature extraction, pronunciation
modelling and decoder. Dataset were collected fro m
university of Illions (UASPEECH). The acoustic model
used here is GMM-HMM model. Th is traditional model also
used by Xiong et al., (2019) for speech analysis of phoneme
features in ASR system [16]. Feifei et al.,2018, LSTM
model were used to generate articulatory features to improve
accuracy [17]. 16KHZ sampled audio files with 16 bits per
sample done using single channel with PCM. Observation
fro m graphs shows that lower the recognition accuracy,
higher the rate of disability [23].
A novel feature extraction method was using UAspeech
introduced by combining PCA method with tradit ional Mel
frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC) [24]. This method
was tested with HMM model by two measures i.e. accuracy
of recognition and time co mplexity. Further, et al., on
UAspeech dataset, BLSTM model were applied which
improves 6% accuracy over traditional method [28].

Figure 3: proposed model of ASR by Kalamani et al., 2014 [37].

The procedure of converting audio signal into feature
matrix presentation are called as feature ext raction of audio
signal. Linear Discriminative Analysis (LDA), Princip le
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Co mponent Analysis (PCA), Linear Predict ion Coefficients
(LPC), Reflect ion Coefficients (RC), Wavelet, Independent
Co mponent Analysis (ICA), MFCC, Linear Pred ictive
Coding (LPC), Filter bank analysis Cepstral analysis are the
techniques for feature ext raction and widely applied in
speech recognition. MFCC technique follo ws steps as preemphasis, apply frame_blocking with overlap samples,
windowing method, FFT, Mel-frequency filter bank,
cepstrum and delta applied over it. Experimental results of
MFCC and PCA ach ieved in the range of 77.6% to 86.4% as
number of mixture increases, accuracy decreases [24].
Qin et al (2019)., introduces an approach towards
out of vocabulary words by classifying phone posteriograms
into strongly and weakly constraint speech recognizer [25].
Posteriograms exp lore impaired speech characteristics such
as voice abnormality, change in speaker rate. In this paper,
Convolutional Neural Net work model were used for
classification of posteriograms and for predict ion of severity
of aphasia. All the experiments were done on Cantonese
database. Syllable bigram is a language model used to
decode the transcription. The overall Syllable Rate Erro r
were about 16.73%. using CNN model binary classification
done between severe and mild aphasia attained F1 score up
to 89% [25]. CNN model further used by seedahmed et al.,
(2020) for mapping of relation between three different
lucidity parameters and severity of aphasia. Mandarin
spoken dataset used in [22]. Lucid ity speech features such as
fluency, tone and articulation etc.
Adam et al. (2020), presented an acoustic analysis of
prosody depending on data that were obtained fro m
Palestinian with broca’s aphasia and fluent speakers [26].
Measures for acoustics are word speaking duration, phrase
lengthening and syllable duration etc. The research in [26]
can contribute to other languages. The results of this study
address in four measures such as rate, melodic shape of
utterances, duration and pitch values and range etc.
Takashima et al. (2020), introduced a novel approach for
automatic speech recognition by using 2-step modeladaption method. Japanese dysarthric speech dataset used
in this paper. Input features were extracted using Mel
Frequesncy Cepstral Coefficient. Time Delay Neural
network (TDNN) with ReLU as activation function used as
acoustic model [27]. Out of o rder vocabulary is ratio o f
number of wo rds that are not present in lexicon were up to
0.58%. Other models can also be implemented on the same
dataset such as adversial training, KL divergence [27].
Zhang et al., proposed a novel way for p ronunciation
quality evaluation by discrimination technique [29]. GOP
tries to differentiate various quality of pronunciation but
unable to map probabilities into scores. Segmentation of
dataset into phones done by forced alignment by using AM.
Phone wise score performance of TPDA and GOP method
were co mpared based on scoring difference and correlation
[29].

Figure 4: T PDA system flow proposed by Zhang et al.[29]

M. Shahin et al. (2020), focused on outstanding
approach used to find the 3 co mmon pronunciation errors
made by ch ild ren [31]. In this paper, main challenges are
mentioned during speech processing such as speaker
diariazat ion, inaccurate acoustic model, distortion and
unreliability in speeches etc. In this paper, binary classifier
was trained using UA speech dataset. The model achieves
accuracy up to 87% [31].
Tan et al. (2015), is focused on diction that includes
speech rhythm, stress and intonation of words and
sentences. This research say that appropriate intonation is
essential for conveying the emotions [32]. Tan et al., finds
mean ingful representation of intonation fro m acoustic
signals. The research is working on four individual persons,
two are fro m anomic & t wo are fro m transcortical sensory
with different age, gender etc [32].
In th is research, Lee et al., used deep belief network
(DBN) to find word level mispronunciation. This method
works by coordinate a non-native speech with one native
speech. TIMIT corpus have used for native English target
language. And non-native audio used fro m CU-CHLOE
corpus. Lee et al., finds difference that characterize the
amount of mis-align ment fro m align ment path. In this paper
the system works in different DBN training 1) pre-training
2) Fine-Train ing. After the result of this experiment Lee et
al., find that result is improved by 10.4% and system works
remain steady. In future if there is larger data set the
improve system perfo rmance [33]. Main focused of [30]
was to enhance pronunciation of speech disordered person.
Using DBN model approach, achieved accuracy were 69 to
70.51% [30].
Wilson et al., (2018), The primary aim is that to describe
a quick aphasia battery that is to support research into
neuroplasticity after language region of brain [34]. There are
3 main features 1. Time efficiency,2. Battery must be
psychometrically sound,3. It should be yielding a mu ltidimensional characteristic of impaired in past there is no
such kind of battery that are used for English language
aphasia that are meet these 3 criteria. Th is research has
given described the manufacturing and quality validation of
the QAB. [34] bridges the gap between co mprehensive
battery that are taken lot of time and rapid screening
instruments that are provide limited data.
Henry et.al. (2018), reviewed an automat ic evaluation
of primary progressive aphasia which includes aphasia
batteries which was specifically designed for PPA and for
stroke as well as for particular cognitive linguistics function .
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speech language pathologists are major aspect of
rehabilitative and diagnostic process . Individual with
apraxia and dysarthria have difficu lty of word repetition due
to phonological short-term memo ry. The aimed of the paper
was to evaluate clinical variant and primary progressive
aphasia diagnosis and to keep track of recovery progress
over period of time [36].
Jo kel et al. (2014), reviewed three specific form o f
primary progressive aphasia were recognized as logopenic,
non-fluent/agrammatic and semantic etc. d ifference between
these variants are by grammat ical correction, fluency, rate of
connected speech as well as status of semantics etc. Repost
of PPA severity based on word retrieval classifies as mild,
severe and sometimes varied [38].
Christensen et al. (2014), investigated different
techniques by evaluating acoustic closeness between
individuals and their rankings. American UA Speech corpus
is collection of Eng lish speeches of dysarthric indiv iduals of
about 18 hrs. recorded fro m 15 speakers [39]. Very rarely
large data available to train speaker dependent models.
Fro m p revious research work, AMI meeting dataset used for
training speaker independent models. Utterance can be
selected based on likelihood target scores of trained models.
Whole acoustic model depends on HMM (Hidden Markov
Model) that were trained by using max. likelihood criteria.
triphones with GMM (Gaussian Mixture model), state
clustered with 16 co mponents were used. Assessment of
word Recognition on UA Speech have imp roved up to
11.5% co mpared to system that uses whole data and also
shows good result against CMLLR-SAT. 60% imp rovement
in the accuracy of intelligible system [39].
Liu et al. (2019), presented an automatic speech
recognition for Cantonese aphasia individuals. The DNN HMM model in system is trained using spontaneous
utterances from native speakers. DNN-HMM model fo r
speech recognition were described by Mirsamadi et al.,[48].
The posterior extracted features majorly used for pattern
recognition. SVM classifier used for classification of
aphasia severity. Accuracy of classification based on two
classes were 90.3%. for high severe disorder classification
output shows mostly inconsistent result [40].

Figure 5: Automatic speech classification workflow [35]

Above workflow proposed by Liu et al., (2017). No rmal
speech dataset and patient’s dataset given to ASR system.
Output of ASR system provided to feature extraction.
Extracted features were trained using DNN-HMM model to
predict severity level [35].
Prev ious research shown that vocal tract have non laryngeal tu mors wh ich can have negative impact on
pronounciation in speech. These can affect some changes in

spectral energy, flu x, sharpness. The set of acoustic features
were extracted using open SMILE toolkit. In this paper,
Huang et al., proposed a model for automatic detection of
pathological voices by using Asymmetric Sparse Kernel
Partial Least Square Classifier (ASKPLSC). Extracted
spectral features majorly used in ASR system and methods
for this process used here is MFCC, RASTA etc. For this
novel method, NKICCRT speech dataset was used.
Accuracy of this approach achieved to 74% by comparing
with UA system which was 68.9% accuracy [42].
Huang et al.(2016), presented every pathologial utterance
using three different types of audio signals representation
such as Gaussian distribution, cross-correlation matrix and
linear subspace etc. For this experiment, NKI CCRT dataset
were used. Four different classifiers were used such as
logistic regression, kernal Partial Least Squares, Kernal
SVM and k-nearest neighbour. Co mparison between
proposed method and other baseline system study were
performed. The accuracy of the co mbined classifiers
obtained upto 78% co mpared to baseline accuracy of 68.9%
[43].
Kim et al.(2015), proposed automated diagnosis system
for rate of severity classification of parkinsons disease.
Main aimed of [44], was to make co mbined system fo r
unsupervised clustering method and to detect distortion in
PD speech to enhance accuracy of prediction. Supervised
algorith m such as Genetic algo.,KNN and SVM used for
classifiaction of parkinson’s disease described by Abhishek
M.S et al., (2020). Accuracy of p rediction were upto 85% to
95% [47]. The system includes segmental features, NonLinear time series, spoken rhythm and i-vector etc. The
feature set named as Co mPaRE contains LLD(Low level
descriptor) that is speech quality, spectral, prosody and
speech features. If Root Mean Squared enrgy of frame is
greater than 10% of 0.9 quantile in utterance then keep
voice otherwise remove it . All the features were extracted
fro m OpenSMILE tool. Kaldi toolkit have used for
transcript(phone-sequences) prediction of dataset. Kald i
toolkit were describe in [41]. The acoustic model were
trained using Mexican-spanish broadcast news dataset to get
the properties of native spandish person’s speech. [44].
Kim et al.(2015), proposed a novel appropach to capture
non-typical variationin prosody, pronounciation and voice
quality in pathological speeches. Also proposed posterior
smoothening scheme using post classification and
performed feature level fusion. NKI CCRT and TORGO
dataset used to test the perfornmace of the model. Kim et
al., evaluated sentence level feature set of individual dataset
and fusion of feature level set on both dataset. Proposed
smoothnening technique enhanced the prediction of classes
over test datasetv[45].
Wang et al. (2019), improved the English word
pronunciation system using deep neural network-h idden
markov models (DNN-HMMs). This system is based on
HTW platform. In result they compared the system scoring
with the score given by teacher, the system enters this
scoring automatically inside it and compared with manually
enter scoring system [46].
Gupta et al. (2015), trained M OE model using
enhanced EM (Expectation maximization) depending on
annealing gradient ascent procedure. This algorith m
increases the performance of intelligib le system. Dataset use
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for this system is NKI CCRT speech data. Jitter, pitch,
intensity, voice probability are the features used for
classification. Statistical functions like standard deviation,
minimu m, maximu m, mean, quartile, range have used here.
This paper aimed to every expert that can map with
pathological criteria [49].
Assessment of pathological speeches are done by trained
pathologists. The tests are costly and inconsistent. To make
reliable and consistent assessment, Berisha et al., proposed a
novel data driven approach to existed problem. Berisha et
al., have proposed a cost function for analyzing speeches
fro m experiments, this system was recognized acoustic
features that mapped with original dataset [50]. 5 aspects of
speech characteristics were considered such as voice quality,
pronunciation, prosody, nasality and severity. Future work
of this paper was to make system robust for more noisy data.
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Logistic
Regressio
n, Naive
Bayes,
Random
Forest

naïve
Bayes,
random
forest
and
SVM

Demerit: system
unable to
classify high
level aphasia
which contains
non-fluent
speeches.
Merits: system
provides
feedback to the
PWA about
verbal practice.

Future work is
to make use of
CNN model.

Merits:
automatically
detects
Semantic
Dementia and
PPA

Limitation: NB
accuracy
affected by
mRMR i.e.29%.

Merits:
recognizing
non-fluent and
fillers are

Future work is
to analyze the
features during
classification
process.

MFCC

Lee et
al.,2016
[18]

LDA
Dataset:
CUSENT
,
CanPEV

Qin et
al.,2018
[21]

MFCC
Dataset:
Aphasia
Bank

Balaji V
et al.,
[23]

MFCC
Dataset:
UA
SPEECH

Limited to
fluent speech
Future work:
better language
model is
required to
improve
performance

HMMDNN,
HMMGMM

GRURNN,
CNN

Dataset:
Aphasia
Bank

Limitation:
system gives
better results
with few classes
of training data.
Future work is
to consider
more phone
level features

Merits: analyses
linguistic and
acoustical
features

Qin et
al.,2018
[12]

Limited to
spontaneous
speech.

Demerits:
Haven’t applied
model selection
method.

Demerits: Lack
of interaction
between feature
set and task of
diagnostic.
DNNHMM
and
GMMHMM

Limitation &
Future work

MFCC,
LDA
methods
with ivector

T riphone
crosswor
d with
two
GMM

Dataset:
Aphasia
Bank,
UMAP

III. COMPARAT IVE BASED GAP A NALYSIS
Table I. Based on Feature extraction, acoustic and language models.
Author
name

-

challenging for
system.
Merits:
alternative
system for
treatment
therapy and cost
efficient.
Demerits:
system is not
robust when
data contains
noise.
Merits: system
provides Real
T ime feedback
to PWA.

Merits: saves
manual tasks
required for
assessment.

Limitation:
system failed
while learning
content from
utterances.

Merits:
Approach can
be used for
other languages.

Merits: ASR
system is
developed using
text features.
Demerits:
More enhance
methodology is
needed.

SVM,
HMM,
hybrid
SVMHMM,
GMMHMM

Limitation is ivector benefited
to only high AQ
level.
Future work:
More adaptation
techniques
depending on
diagnoses.

Demerits:
System l
applicable for
fluent speech
only.
BDT ,
SVM,
RF,
CBOW

Future work is
to improve
rhythm features
using Envelop
based analytical
methods.

Demerits:
manual
transcriptions
are required.

Demerit: more
utterance labels
required for
accurate
recognition.
DNNHMM,
syllable
bi-gram

Limited phone
level features
have taken.

Merits: maps
audio signals
between with
without speech
disorders.
Demerits: word
set vocabulary
were already
trained.

Future work is
to improvise
accurate
recognition by
adding more
neural network.
Research is
Limited to
Cantonese
dataset only.
Future work is
to use of
dysphonia
features and
phone
alignments
Limitation of
CBOW model
is it cannot
capture the
order of word.
Future work is
to increase
audio speech
dataset
Limited dataset
is used.
Future work is
to build system
using open set
vocabulary

Table. 1. Example comparison based on Feature extraction, acoustic and
language models.
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TABLE II. Comparison between Acoustic features, language features
and parameters for analysis

investigate work on spontaneous and non-spontaneous
speeches. Automatic Speech assessment system can be used
for other target languages .

Author
name

Acoustic Feature
set

Language
feature set

Parameters
for Analysis

Le et
al.,2014,[4]

Acoustic Feature:
Filler, clear speech,
non-speech, vague
speech
total number
of pauses and
speech chunks,
average duration of
speech chunk and
pauses

language
features:
word level
features
Number of
speeches
chunks,
syllables and
pauses
Duration of
speech chunk

SER

Free form:
silences, and
speech
regions,
fillers

WER (Word Error
Rate), UAR%

[3]

Le. et al.,
2016, [12]

duration of vague
speech, clear
speech and nonspeech, total
amount of voiced
duration
Phone level
features

Phone error rate
(PER)

[4]

Lee et
al.,2016,[18]
Qin et
al.2018,[21]

Phone level
features
Supra segmental
duration features

No language
model has
used
Word level
features
Syllable level
features

PER, SER, pattern
matching rate
High-AQ, LowAQ, SER

[5]

Qin et al,
2016,
[8]

Le et
al.,2015
[10]
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